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Abstract This paper presents an efficient 3D collision

avoidance algorithm for fixed wing Unmanned Aerial

Systems (UAS). The algorithm increases the ability of

aircraft operations to complete mission goals by en-

abling fast collision avoidance of multiple obstacles. The

new algorithm, which we have named Fast Geomet-

ric Avoidance algorithm (FGA), combines geometric

avoidance of obstacles and selection of a critical avoid-

ance start time based on kinematic considerations, colli-

sion likelihood, and navigation constraints. In compar-

ison to a current way-point generation method, FGA

showed a 90% of reduction in computational time for

the same obstacle avoidance scenario. Using this algo-

rithm, the UAS is able to avoid static and dynamic ob-

stacles while still being able to recover its original tra-

jectory after successful collision avoidance. Simulations
for different mission scenarios show that this method is

much more efficient at avoiding multiple obstacles than

previous methods. Algorithm effectiveness validation is

provided with Monte Carlo simulations and flight mis-

sions in an aircraft simulator. FGA was also tested on a

fixed-wing aircraft with successful results. Because this

algorithm does not have specific requirements on the

sensor data types it can be applied to cooperative and

non-cooperative intruders.
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1 Introduction

Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) have been utilized in

a number of civil and military applications, including

important public missions such as disaster relief, fire-

fighting, search and rescue, as well as other applications

in agriculture, infrastructure and scientific research [1].

UAS are a fast growing industry with extensive eco-

nomic implications and will eventually be integrated

into the national airspace system (NAS) [2], which will

require UAS to safely interact with other air vehicles.

Standards for safe integration must be in place before

a UAS can share the same airspace as manned aircraft,

or when they operate in areas where they may inad-

vertently deviate into airspace designated to manned

air vehicles. A UAS consists of an unmanned air ve-

hicle (UAV) plus a ground control station, dedicated

software, sensors, and telemetry, etc., all of which need

research, development, testing and evaluation for safe

integration.

Small UAS (under 55 pounds) may enter the main-

stream of U.S. civil aviation provided they comply with

Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) safety regula-

tions [3]. One of the imperative technological require-

ments for safe integration of UAS into NAS is sense and

avoid (SAA) capabilities. The purpose of SAA features

is to prevent collisions with other traffic, natural fliers,

population on the ground, or collateral damage to prop-

erty. The SAA function needs to be able to provide a self

‘separation’ service, which would engage before a colli-
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sion avoidance maneuver is needed and could therefore

consist of gentler maneuvers [4].

Development of ground and airborne SAA sensors,

data communication and avoidance algorithms need to

provide solutions for safe separation from other aircraft

and avert possible collisions. SAA algorithms should

consider airspace restrictions when flying in relative

nearness to restricted airspace for airports, military op-

eration areas, temporary flight restriction areas and

prohibited areas. These airspace limitations may cre-

ate potential scenarios where the air vehicle has lim-

ited space to operate in. UAVs that stray from safe

flight zones and into unpermitted airspace are also haz-

ardous. According to a report [5] released by the Federal

Aviation Administration, between Aug, 2015 and Jan.

31, 2016, about 600 UAVs were in close proximity to

manned aircraft or close to airports.

Low altitude airspace UAS operations, such as agri-

cultural and wildlife monitoring applications [6], may

benefit from a collision avoidance mechanism which al-

lows the UAV to stay on its intended trajectory as

much as possible, while keeping a safe distance from

any potential obstacles. Moreover, UAVs tasked with

aerial surveillance and mapping at low altitudes may

encounter unexpected features in the landscape with

which they may collide [7]. FGA allows the aircraft to

go back to it’s original route after collision avoidance,

while also allowing for a selective separation distance

from the obstacle. Another class of applications where

FGA may be of high relevance is for UAV landing oper-

ations, where there may be more vehicles in close prox-

imity or on the ground.

Additionally, obstacles, e.g. buildings, birds and air-

craft in the environment, have the potential to compro-

mise the safety of the UAV’s flight mission as well as

of any obstacles encountered along its path. To guar-

antee operational safety of UAS, new detection and

avoidance algorithms need to be developed and tested

[8], [4]. These new algorithms need to be compatible

with current and future manned aircraft collision avoid-

ance systems such as TCASII/ACAS X [9], as well

as surveillance systems such as automatic dependent

surveillance-broadcast (ADS-B) and air traffic control

(ATC) separation management procedures and tools

[10].

In this work, we develop an algorithm for naviga-

tion scenarios where self-separation was either not pos-

sible or precluded by occurrence of emergent events and

therefore obstacle avoidance was necessary. These sce-

narios have an increased likelihood of occurrence in low

altitude operations where the vehicle might be more ex-

posed to interacting with obstacles. In addition, FGA

was designed such that selective start times for the

Fig. 1: UAV collision avoidance with FGA

avoidance maneuver would allow for shorter paths and

selective separation from obstacles. This allows a UAV

to get through busy airspace in a less costly and more

time efficient way. This might be especially useful when

the UAV is flying near restricted airspace areas and nat-

ural boundaries.

FGA entails avoidance of collisions with static ob-

stacles such as buildings, as well as avoidance of mul-

tiple dynamic intruders. A protected sphere of radius

dm is created around the obstacle and an obstacle free

path is generated. Figure 1 shows the case of a critical

avoidance maneuver. In this schematic, the UAV has

calculated a collision free path (green) which turns at

the closest separation from the obstacle, with a specific

elevation and heading direction.

1.1 Overview of Avoidance Algorithms

Obstacle avoidance algorithms have different proper-

ties depending on the amount of information available

from the environment. When sufficient information is

available about the obstacle set and a single vehicle is

present, then global planning methods may be used.

These methods are based on the underlying hypoth-

esis of having accurate global knowledge of the envi-

ronment and obstacles in it [11]. Local planning meth-

ods are used when only local information is available,

such as that provided by sensors. Sensor based plan-

ning methods can be global or local. Local sensor-based

path planning approaches use local sensory informa-

tion in a reactive way [12]. Reactive planning algo-

rithms can use varying degrees of global information.

Autonomous UAVs need a combination of both global

and local methods, for successful navigation.

Global planning techniques compute a collision free

trajectory with a configuration that complies with the
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vehicle constraints. These methods generally consist of

searching for a path in a graph, where the graph is

computed from the constraints. Some of these meth-

ods include: Dijkstra’s algorithm, A*, B*, D*, D*Lite

algorithms [13] [14]. The A* search algorithm is an ex-

tension of Dijkstra’s that reduces the total number of

states in the search by incorporating heuristics. B* is

the best-first graph search algorithm that finds the least

cost path from a given initial node to any goal node. D*

or Dynamic A*, selectively expands nodes backwards

from the goal node. All these search algorithms however

have an increased computational cost, typically require

environment modeling [14], and are more suitable for

static obstacles.

Another broad classification for robot path plan-

ning entails classical [15], and heuristic methods [16],

which include fuzzy logic, simulated annealing, and par-

ticle swarm optimization algorithms [17]. Some of the

most important classical approaches for finding a colli-

sion free path include: Cell Decomposition, Roadmap,

Mathematical Programming, Sampling Methods and Po-

tential Fields. Cell Decomposition [15], partitions the

configuration space into a set of cells in order to find

a collision free set of connected adjacent cells. A visi-

bility graph is an example of a Roadmap, where obsta-

cles are represented as the locus of forbidden positions

[18]. The force field approach, [19] is based on the con-

cept of potential fields; it calculates the potential or

the gradient of particular variables between the UAV

and obstacles [20]. These reactive algorithms assume

that obstacles cause an attraction and repulsion force,

and find a trajectory to avoid collisions. However, local

minima in these methods is a challenging issue, as well

as oscillations when passing by closely spaced obstacles

and narrow passages [21]. Computational efficiency is

another drawback of these methods as they are better

suited for single obstacles. When the obstacle number

increases, the computational efficiency decreases.

The combination of the potential field method and

a certainty grid produces another method called the

Virtual Force Field (VFF) [22]. This method, however,

has limitations when the vehicle is traveling at increased

speed among densely cluttered obstacle environments.

The Vector Field Histogram (VFH) eliminates the short-

comings of the VFF method [23]. The VFH method

consists of constructing polar histograms around the ve-

hicle and choosing an avoidance direction accordingly

[24]. The histogram feature of this method makes it well

suited to accommodate inaccurate sensor data, such as

that produced by ultrasonic sensors. Improvements of

this method include VFH+ [25], which includes binary

histograms, and VFH*, which uses the A* algorithm to

minimize the cost and heuristic functions. Navigation

vector field [26] is another potential field type method

which avoids local minima by creating a gradient field.

These methods share similar limitations as the ones en-

countered in potential field methods.

Sampling-based path planning algorithms include

rapidly-exploring random trees [27], and probabilistic

road maps [28]. RRT based algorithms combine the

environment construction phase, with the pathfinding

phase [14]. Their strategy consists on expanding a tree

by randomly sampling space and growing from a start-

ing point until the tree is sufficiently close to a known

target [29]. In each iteration the tree is extended by

adding a new node. The main disadvantage of the RRT

algorithms consists in their failure to stop execution and

report when no possible solution exists. Optimal path

planning algorithms, optimal trajectory [30] [31] and

waypoint generation methods [32] [33], have also been

studied. These methods generate obstacle-free paths

but are particularly costly in computation time [34].

They test all available points around a cube to choose

a sub-waypoint [32][33], then develop a path between

the current waypoint and the sub-waypoint, and re-

peat this step until an optimal obstacle free path is

found [34],[35]. Though these algorithms are successful

at generating an obstacle-free path for a UAV in the

situation of single or multiple obstacles, these meth-

ods increase runtime and are not practical for real-time

avoidance [36][37].

Methods which use grids have two main drawbacks:

obstacle modeling is likely to be less accurate, and in-

creased memory overhead when increasing the resolu-

tion of the grid. In general, global methods are not

well suited for fast collision avoidance due to slowness

caused by their complexity. Potential fields and asso-

ciated methods have issues with local minima. In ad-

dition, the associated optimization in potential field

methods is done in an iterative way which becomes

computationally expensive for multiple obstacles [38].

Sampling based methods are more computationally ex-

pensive as well, as they generate new waypoints out

of exploring the environment. Probabilistic approaches

do not guarantee finding a path within a finite time

horizon. Reactive methods, however, are best suited for

real-time avoidance.

Reactive methods use sensory information to issue

motion directives. They compute a set of commands

based on navigation strategies, such as calculating steer-

ing angles or velocities. Nearness Diagram is a reactive

method which uses proximity to obstacles and areas

of free space for navigation in cluttered environments

[39]. Other reactive methods include boundary follow-

ing algorithms [40] such as Bug algorithms [41] and

wall-following algorithms [42]. These types of methods
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combine local planning with global information to guar-

antee convergence. Most of the bug algorithm methods

consist of two reactive modes: move toward the target

and follow obstacle boundaries [43]. These methods are

more suitable for large static obstacles or blocked areas

with large boundaries. Another method, the dynamic

window approach, [44] consists of reducing the set of

possible velocities, by considering velocities that can

be reached within the next time interval and by maxi-

mizing an objective function within a dynamic window.

This function includes a measure of progress toward

a goal location, distance to the goal and the forward

velocity of the robot. Velocity obstacles [45], recipro-

cal avoidance [46], and collision cones [47] are methods

which select avoidance maneuvers based on current po-

sitions and velocities of the ownship (UAV) and obsta-

cles.

There have been a number of other algorithms de-

veloped in the area of sense, detect, avoid (SDA) [48]

[49]. Some work in the literature concentrates on the

sensing and detection aspect, including improvement

of sensor sensitivity [50],[51]. Sensor technologies which

have been used for SAA include active interrogation

transponders [4], electro-optic [52] , laser/LIDAR[10],

onboard radar, ground based radar, ADS-B [53] and

acoustic technologies [4].

Another widely used approach is found in geometric-

based algorithms [4], [54],[46], which can be thought

of as a type of see and avoid algorithm. In this work,

we define geometric-based algorithms as those which

use the geometric relationship between a UAV and its

obstacle to calculate an updated path for the UAV.

These algorithms require less processing power and are

therefore more suitable for calculations onboard UAVs

due to their size, weight and power constraints. Geom-

etry based avoidance algorithms can be roughly classi-

fied into three kinds: ones which produce angle changes

using geometry information such as the vehicle mo-

tion/location [4]; those which use velocity variation [46];

and those which use combinations of these as well as el-

ements of other types of methods, e.g. global [55], and

probabilistic [49]. Velocity based approaches also use

geometric calculations but change the speed of the UAV

to avoid the intruders instead of changing its direction.

Different aspects of the collision avoidance problem

have been explored in the literature. Guidance laws,

controllers, tracking points, maneuver types, different

vehicle types, single/multiple obstacle types, optimiza-

tions, among other aspects, have been extensively ex-

plored. In the literature, geometric based algorithms

have used linear and nonlinear guidance laws [38] to

align heading and pitch angles to the desired spatial

orientation. Minimum-effort guidance laws with colli-

sion cone approach were applied to guide the vehicle

to a given collision-free waypoint [56]. Guidance al-

gorithms that produce constant curvature maneuvers

have also been formulated [57]. Strategies for geometric

based collision avoidance include keeping desired rela-

tive bearing and elevation during the collision avoid-

ance encounter [58]. Where the local planner switches

between a pre-arranged controller and a collision avoid-

ance controller. Analytical solutions to the encounter

of two moving aircraft have been provided by [59] and

[60], where geometric optimization results in a single

discrete trajectory modification to avoid the obstacle.

Analytical solutions are useful for performance evalua-

tions and implementation of nonlinear controls. These

however have not been implemented and demonstrated

on hardware platforms. Hardware in the loop (HIL)

tests have been conducted for collision avoidance us-

ing ADS-B transmitters for intruder aircraft [61]. Mul-

tiple obstacle formulations have also been explored us-

ing Velocity obstacle methods for cooperative conflict

resolution [46]. Other geometric conflict resolution ap-

proaches include the vector resolution approach [54],

which restricts avoidance maneuvers to the miss dis-

tance vector, which is formed between the UAV and

the closest point of approach (PCA). To maximize the

miss distance, a cost function is used to find the optimal

solution.

In this work, we have chosen an angle-based geo-

metric approach to reduce on runtime, and for ease

of implementation on UAV testbeds. Our algorithm,

FGA, uses geometric concepts for avoiding static and

dynamic obstacles by changing the vehicle’s direction,

and assumes that the UAV is flying at constant speed.

We consider that the obstacles are cooperative and we

use a local planning approach that executes an avoid-

ance maneuver after conflict detection. It then has ac-

cess to the next waypoint, which is part of the higher

level mission plan. In addition, we use curvature based

guidance at the obstacle avoidance execution level and

single point linear guidance to resume the UAV’s way-

point course. Furthermore, we have formulated this al-

gorithm for direct implementability on UAV platforms.

This is missing from the current literature.

The contribution of this work entails the formula-

tion of a real-time hardware-implementable reactive 3D

obstacle avoidance algorithm (FGA), which uses selec-

tive start times to minimize deviations from its origi-

nal mission plan. In addition, we have provided Monte

Carlo simulations with high success rates, validating the

utility of FGA. Furthermore, we successfully demon-

strated implementation of FGA in an aircraft simulator

(SITL) as well as flights on a physical UAV using virtual
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obstacles. Simulator and flight test results demonstrate

the utility and feasibility of FGA.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II de-

scribes the problem formulation and model assumptions

of FGA. Section III describes the working mechanism of

FGA control algorithm. Section IV shows Matlab sim-

ulation results and analysis. Section V presents flight

simulator results and hardware implementation on a

fixed wing aircraft and test flights using FGA. Section

VI draws conclusions and discusses future work.

2 FGA Problem Formulation

2.1 Algorithm Overview

This paper describes a geometric obstacle avoidance al-

gorithm which classifies obstacles, performs avoidance

operations and allows for the vehicle to return to its

original navigation course. The Fast Geometric Avoid-

ance algorithm (FGA) builds on concepts presented by

[62]. It is constructed using differential geometry, which

uses spatial location, relative velocities, angular dis-

placements, as well as collision cone concepts [63] to

determine probable conflicts [55].

The algorithm assumes that the fixed-wing vehicle

is flying at a constant speed. Data about position and

velocity of the obstacles is assumed to be given and

accessible to the UAV. FGA first scans the nearby en-

vironment using an onboard sensor (which for the pur-

poses of this paper is assumed to be a perfect sensor)

and continuously determines if there are any obstacles

that could potentially threaten the UAV and are closer

than a safety surveillance distance R. After a poten-

tial obstacle is detected, two 2D collision cones, one

in the x-y plane and another one in the x-z plane, in

the body frame of the aircraft, are projected onto the

encountered potential obstacle’s protected sphere of ra-

dius dm. It then determines which particular avoidance

procedure to apply depending on whether the obsta-

cle has been determined to be static or dynamic, and

whether there are single or multiple obstacles. Depend-

ing on the identified obstacle type and associated infor-

mation, FGA then automatically calculates the time to

collision function to determine the optimal time for the

UAV to start the avoidance operation. All the variable

values needed for the avoidance maneuver are calcu-

lated and locally stored for each potential obstacle.

The avoidance starting time in FGA will also be se-

lected based on airspace limitations, and how crowded

the local airspace may be. This adds functionality to

typical avoidance procedures, where obstacle avoidance

operations normally begin upon detection of a potential

conflict. The FGA algorithm allows for selective sep-

aration with respect to the closest point of approach

(CPA). FGA also allows for selective start times based

on desired separation from the obstacle. In the event

that separation from the obstacle needs to be minimal,

as may be the case in certain specific or emergency sce-

narios, the UAV triggers the avoidance maneuver at tc,

the critical avoidance time. A detailed explanation of

this calculation is presented in the next section. FGA

then triggers the avoidance operation and allows it to

operate during a time window of flexible duration until

it is determined that a safe distance from the obstacle

has been reached. After that, the algorithm searches

for the next reachable way-point located on the original

path and lets the UAV return to the original intended

path shortly thereafter. This minimizes the length of

the path that is to be recalculated to avoid the obsta-

cles, reducing computation time in comparison to way-

point generation or optimal path planning methods,

which typically recalculate full path lengths. A way-

point generation method was compared in simulation

to FGA, and results showed that FGA is faster and

yields shorter avoidance paths.

The algorithm’s distinct features can be summa-

rized as a combination of: (1) obstacle classification af-

ter detection (2) shorter computation time as compared

to other algorithms (see simulation results in Section 4,

(3) selective avoidance maneuver starting time, (4) least

changing path (67% shorter than optimal path planning

method), (5) constant UAV speed, and (6) the ability

to deal with complex environments such as multiple

moving obstacles.

2.2 Obstacle Avoidance Geometry

If the surveillance distance R is breached for one or

multiple obstacles, it is determined that those are now

potential obstacles. Additional cylindrical and spherical

surveillance layers can be added for obstacle monitor-

ing. This is highly sensor dependent and will also be

determined by the airspace segmentation.

After the obstacle is detected, FGA will consider

that the obstacle is potentially a threat and will begin

to calculate collision cones to ascertain whether the ob-

stacle is actually a threat. The separation distance dm is

set around obstacle A, with coordinates A(Ax, Ay, Az),

and is calculated based on available information about

the obstacle. Based on relative velocity calculations, the

obstacle will be deemed a threat if the relative velocity

lies within the collision cone. If so, a corrective maneu-

ver is issued and the UAV is steered out of that cone in

pitch or yaw, or a combination of both.
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Figures 2 and 3 show 2D views of a UAV flying

towards a dynamic obstacle. Figure 2 shows a collision

scenario where the relative velocity is inside the collision

cone and therefore will not be at the desired minimum

separation distance from the obstacle. In this case, FGA

calculates a critical start time based on velocity and

time to closest approach. After a corrective maneuver,

the relative velocity can be altered so that it veers away

from the collision cone, as show in Figure 3. Here the

relative velocity is outside the collision cone and in this

case the UAV is on an obstacle free path.

In these figures,
−→
Va is the velocity of the obstacle

(||
−→
Va|| = 0 for a static obstacle) and

−→
Vu is the velocity

of the controlled UAV. The resulting relative velocity

vector is
−→
Vr =

−→
Vua =

−→
Va −

−→
Vu with initial angle θvr0

while the relative distance vector is−→r , with initial value

r0 = UA and initial angle θr0.−→
Vr and −→r0 determine whether the UAV will run into

the obstacle’s protected area of radius dm or safe sepa-

ration distance.

Fig. 2: FGA dynamic obstacle avoidance for relative

velocity inside the 2D collision cone

In this work, the closest point of approach (CPA)

is defined as the intersection of the tangent and the

radius of the protected sphere. The 3D collision cone is

defined by all the tangents that intersect the protected

sphere with base radius rmin ≤ dm, and 3D opening

angle ν = atan(rmin/r0).

In Figures 2 and 3, the angle difference between the

relative distance vector −→r0 and relative velocity vector−→
Vr is defined as:

θt0 = θvr0 − θr0, (1)

and threshold angle of safe separation is calculated

as:

sinθdm = dm/r0. (2)

Fig. 3: FGA dynamic obstacle avoidance for relative

velocity outside the 2D collision cone

The collision cone is then defined by:

rmin < dm, (3)

|θt0| < sinθdm, (4)

and the safe cone is defined by:

rmin ≥ dm, (5)

|θt0| ≥ sinθdm. (6)

Table 1 shows the definitions of the variables that

are involved in FGA.

Table 1: Main variables in FGA

U = Uo Location of UAV when obstacles are de-
tected

Ai =
(Ax, Ay, Az)

Obstacles’ location when they are de-
tected

Vr(Vu) Velocity of the UAV
Va Velocity of the obstacle
Vr(Vua) Relative Velocity
C PCA, point of closest approach
ρ Turn radius
r0 Initial distance between ith obstacle and

UAV when detected
R Surveillance radius
rc Critical relative distance at which the

avoidance operation must start immedi-
ately

dm
(dm, h,dm, v)

Minimum safe radius (in horizontal or
vertical). Note that R > rc > dm

θdm Threshold angle of safe region
θt0 Absolute value of relative velocity angle

minus relative location angle
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2.3 Model Assumptions

The obstacle avoidance simulations in this paper, per-

formed in Matlab, are based on the following assump-

tions:

(1) The fixed-wing UAV model we are using has a

velocity which ranges from 13 m/s to 19 m/s and is set

to be constant during the simulation [4]. The maximum

bank angle is set to 30 degrees.

For a coordinated turn in x-y, the turn radius of the

fixed wing UAV, in terms of airspeed and bank angle φ

is:

ρ =
V 2
u

gtanφ
. (7)

The minimum turn radius ρ = ρmin of an aircraft is

a property of the vehicle kinematics, generally a func-

tion of velocity and bank angle of a fixed wing air ve-

hicle. From Equation 7 we have that:

ρmin(Vu) =
V 2
u

gtanφmax
, (8)

where φmax is usually set to be 30 degrees and Vu
is set to be constant during the avoidance operation.

A a pure heading rate is then given by:

ψ̇ =
Vu
ρ

=
gtanφ

Vu
, (9)

and the aircraft kinematic model is given by:

ẋ = Vucos(θ)cos(ψ), (10)

ẏ = Vucos(θ)sin(ψ), (11)

ż = Vusin(θ). (12)

(2) Controller in FGA: Let the current horizontal

angle (heading angle) of UAV be ψ and the vertical

angle (pitching angle) of UAV be θ. The commanded

heading and pitching angle are ψc and θc. Let the pro-

portional and integral parameters of the controller be

Kp and Ki, such that:

ψ̇ = Kp(ψc − ψ) +Ki

∫
(ψc − ψ), (13)

θ̇ = Kp(θc − θ) +Ki

∫
(θc − θ). (14)

(3) The FGA algorithm does not have any require-

ments on a specific type of onboard sensors. Any sensors

that can be installed on a UAV and provide accurate

location and speed data are applicable to the FGA al-

gorithm, similar to [53]. In this work we do not consider

uncertainties that arise from sensor accuracy and envi-

ronment changes.

(4)The search radius of the sensor onboard the UAV

is set to be 50 times of the minimum separation ra-

dius dm. And the potential danger radius R is set to

be 10 times the minimum separation radius dm. These

parameters can be changed according to the different

requirements.

(5) In the simulation, all of the obstacles are ran-

domly generated by an obstacle generation module, to

guarantee general properties. The module generates 10-

20 static or dynamic objects for each case and pro-

vides their information to the detection module. Usu-

ally about 20− 30% of objects become actual obstacles

for the UAV. The information generated for the obsta-

cles includes velocity, initial location, direction:

– Test the UAV’s capability to face different moving

obstacles. The velocity of the obstacle is randomly

generated in three ranges: 15-20 m/s, 35-40 m/s, 55-

60 m/s. The successful rate of obstacle avoidance

changes as the obstacles’ velocity varies.

– The location of obstacles is generated 360 degrees

around the UAV and the initial distance from ob-

stacle to UAV goes from 100 m to 500 m.

– The heading angle of each obstacle can vary between

0 and 360 degrees relative to the UAV.

(6) The radius dm of the protected sphere depends

on the obstacle characteristics. Obstacles which are larger

in size and have a higher velocity have a larger safe zone,

which is described by dma. Similarly, larger fixed-wing

UAVs with a higher speed require a larger safe area

dmu. The total radius will be a combination of dma and

dmu, and additional factors depending on airspace lim-

itations and distance to other obstacles.

For the software in the loop (SITL) simulator runs

with the Ardupilot flight software, the following as-

sumptions were made:

(1) The UAV model used was a 3D kinematic air-

craft standard model going at a constant speed, and

constant heading before detection of the obstacle. The

aircraft had aerodynamic characteristics in the form of

linearized coefficients for lift, and drag, corresponding

to a Rascal 110 RC aircraft.

(2) The obstacle was implemented as a GPS point

object with a cylindrical protected volume of radius dm.

(3) Altitude is held constant during the FGA avoid-

ance maneuvers.

(4) Crosswinds were not used during the simulator

runs.

(5) Controllers used in the simulator are those found

in the Ardupilot flight software suite.
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3 Fast Geometric Avoidance Algorithm (FGA)

In the Matlab simulation, different kinds of obstacles

are generated to create a test environment for the FGA

algorithm. After potential obstacles have been detected

and determined to be a threat to the UAV, the FGA is

triggered.

The FGA algorithm includes three major processes.

First, an automatic selection of the avoidance module

depending on the type of obstacles detected (static or

dynamic, single or multiple) (see Algorithm 1). Second,

one that calculates the optimal avoidance starting time

to shorten the avoidance path (see Algorithm 2). FGA

aims at decreasing computation time, while producing

least path deviations from the initial path and keeping

the cruise speed of the UAV constant. Third, when the

avoidance operation stops, the algorithm returns the

UAV to the next feasible waypoint (see Algorithm 3).

FGA checks the remaining waypoints one by one from

the nearest to the farthest relative to the UAV. If a way-

point satisfies the constraints of the UAV’s minimum

turning radius ρmin and maximum heading or pitching

angular velocity and other kinematic constraints, the

UAV will fly to this new waypoint and then continue

its initial path. During the flight to this waypoint, the

UAV will be following a Dubin’s path.

3.1 Automatic Avoidance Module Selection based on

Obstacle Classification (or Collision Scenarios)

In order to select the obstacle avoidance module, FGA

will go through the following steps:

– First, it will determine if the obstacles encountered

are static or dynamic. Static obstacles include build-

ings, electric towers and trees. Dynamic obstacles

include other aircraft or flying animals such as birds.

– Next, it will start the avoidance procedure for the

UAV. The UAV can choose to pitch up, down, head

left or right, or a combination of these four major

directions. The combination, which will yield a 3D

turn, is based on the cost of the chosen heading and

pitch angle (ψc, θc).

3.2 FGA Avoidance Mechanism

This section describes the characteristics of the avoid-

ance mechanism in FGA, which applies to both static

and dynamic obstacles.

Some of the important parameters in the avoidance

maneuver calculations involve the vehicle’s minimum

turn radius ρmin as calculated in Equation 8, and the

estimation of the protected distance dm. These quan-

tities are used in the calculation of the avoidance time

and the critical avoidance time.

3.2.1 Obstacle protected distance

In FGA, the safe separation radius dm is centered at

the obstacle location with coordinates A(Ax, Ay, Az),

and delimits a volume which the UAV should not enter.

The estimation of this parameter should include vehi-

cle dimensions dma, vehicle velocity dmu, and airspace

limitations dlimair as well as space limitations related

to nearby obstacles dlimobs . In general, dm can be for-

mulated as:

dm = c1dma + c2dmu + c3dlimair + c4dlimobs , (15)

Where the constants ci, i = [1..4] are determined

based on mission constraints.

FGA combines distance, relative velocity and calcu-

lation of avoidance time.

3.3 Avoidance Time

The avoidance time ta is calculated for each obstacle

which has been determined to be a threat. It is cal-

culated using the distance to the obstacle r0, relative

angular displacement θt0, protected distance of the ob-

stacle dm, and relative velocity Vr. The avoidance time

is calculated as:

ta =
r0cosθt0 −

√
(ρ+ dm)2 − (ρ+ r0sinθt0)2

||Vr||
(16)

Figure 4 shows the parameters involved in the cal-

culation of the avoidance time.

The detection time t0 is the time at which the UAV

detects an actual obstacle, after being selected as such,

among the potential obstacles. The critical avoidance

time tc is the time beyond which, the aircraft will tres-

pass the protected area of radius dm centered at the

obstacle location. Figure 5 shows an avoidance maneu-

ver which is happening at tc for two cases. One where

the UAV’s heading is not collinear with the obstacle

(Figure 5(a)) , and two, when the UAV’s heading is

collinear with the obstacle (Figure 5(b)). The avoid-

ance maneuver can be triggered at any time between t0
and tc, depending on mission goals as well as airspace

limitations such as those represented by dlimair , and

distance to obstacles dlimobs .

Mission goals include whether the shortest path to a

goal location is preferred, or if the least deviation from

the original path is desired. It may also be the case that

it is possible to have an increased separation from the
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Fig. 4: Calculation of avoidance time

Fig. 5: Time control process of the Fast Geometric

Avoidance algorithm

obstacle. For the 2D avoidance maneuvers, the path of

least deviation will be executed when using the min-

imum turn radius, triggered at time tc. The shortest

path, as calculated in [64], can be achieved by using

the minimum turn radius and a tangent to the pro-

tected disk of radius dm. These two types of paths are

part of FGA and can be triggered depending on mission

constraints. If an increased radial distance from the ob-

stacle is required in a particular mission scenario, then

the turn radius will be calculated such that it takes into

account all the relevant constraints (Equation 15).

The avoidance time encodes the features of the avoid-

ance geometry and can be used to trigger the avoidance

maneuver. Table 2 shows a classification of threat level

based on avoidance time calculations. The avoidance

time calculation has three main functions:

(1) Determine the risk of intruding into the obsta-

cle’s protected distance.

(2) Determine the optimal time and optimal loca-

tion for the UAV to start the avoidance.

The avoidance time can incorporate safety consid-

erations based on the type of obstacle encountered if

t0 > ta > tc. An obstacle which is known to be car-

rying passengers will cause the FGA to be triggered

much faster and will be the highest priority causing the

avoidance maneuver to begin at t0. Whereas when it

is determined that the obstacle is, for instance a nat-

ural barrier, the avoidance can begin at later times

ta > t0. Avoidance times will be closer to tc either by

emergency procedures or in situations where the avoid-

ance is highly constrained. A safety score constant Cs
may be useful for determination of the avoidance time

ta = Cstc, where Cs has values between 0 and 1. An ob-

stacle with passengers would have Cs = 0 and a natural

barrier would have Cs = 1.

Table 2: Collision likelihood and avoidance operation

determination using avoidance time

Avoidance
Time

Collision
Likelihood

Avoidance

ta < 0 Imminent Start immediately
ta = tc = 0 Critical Start at tc
t0 < ta < tc Likely Start depending on

constraints

3.3.1 Critical avoidance time

The critical avoidance starting time tc is a time after

which the UAV is unable to avoid entering the avoid-

ance area of radius dm of the obstacles. This is appli-

cable to cases where path deviations are undesirable or

during emergency procedures that require more agile

vehicle maneuvers.

If ρ = ρmin in Equation 16, the last geometrically

feasible time tL can be calculated as:

tL =
r0cosθt0 −

√
(ρmin + dm)2 − (ρmin + r0sinθt0)2

||Vr||
.

(17)

If we use a geometric approximation which amounts to

adding a buffer time tb, as shown in Figure 5, we have

that the critical avoidance time is:

tc = tL − tb (18)
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or,

tc =
r0cosθt0 − ρmin − (dm − r0sinθt0)

||Vr||
(19)

The rc corresponds to the distance between the UAV

and the obstacle at time tc:

rc = r0− ||Vr||tc = r0− r0 ∗ cosθt0 + ρ+ dm− r0sinθt0.
(20)

In addition, due to physical constraints, the start time

for the avoidance operation needs to anticipate system

response, such that tk = tc − tres. Therefore:

tk = tc − tres = tL − tb − tres. (21)

The avoidance operation will be successful if the UAV

starts before the avoidance time tk. In the specific case

where θt0 = 0, as shown in Figure 5(b), the minimum

geometric feasible distance rL to avoid a collision with

the obstacle is:

rL =
√

(ρ+ dm)2 − ρ2, (22)

and the critical distance becomes:

rc = ρ+ dm, (23)

where,

rc ≥ rL. (24)

The critical time is then equal to:

tc =
r0 − ρmin − dm

||Vr||
=
r0 − rc
||Vr||

. (25)

3.4 FGA Collision Avoidance Bounds

In this section, we calculate the bounds or margins for

when FGA is valid, that is, for the UAV to avoid colli-

sions with detected obstacles. Three bounds are defined

for this purpose in 2D and 3D. For both, Bound 1 es-

tablishes a detection distance margin, Bound 2 entails

the bound on the UAV velocity and the obstacle ve-

locity, and Bound 3 expresses the margins on the UAV

heading angle.

3.4.1 2D Avoidance Bounds

Bound 1: Boundary on the initial distance to guaran-

tee tc > 0.

Based on the critical avoidance time calculation in

Eq. 19, a critical avoidance time will exist if:

tc =
r0cosθt0 − ρmin − (dm − r0sinθt0)

||Vr||
> 0, (26)

rearranging this equation, we can see that:

r0cosθt0 − ρmin − (dm − r0sinθt0) > 0, (27)

r0cosθt0 + r0sinθt0 > ρmin + dm. (28)

Such that the initial detection radius bound is:

r0 >
ρmin + dm

cosθt0 + sinθt0
, (29)

where θt0 is the angle between the relative velocity vec-

tor and relative location vector of the UAV and the

obstacle.

For n obstacles, the UAV should satisfy the distance

constraint for each:

r0i >
ρmin + dmi

cosθt0i + sinθt0i
, i = 1, 2, ...n. (30)

Bound 2: Boundary on the UAV velocity and ob-

stacles velocity.

In Figure 6, the initial location of the UAV is set at

U(0). The initial dynamic obstacle location isA(Ax, Ay).

The velocity of the UAV is
−→
Vu, which points in the pos-

itive x axis for simplicity. The velocity of the obstacle
is
−→
Va. The surveillance distance R becomes r0 upon the

detection of the obstacle.

Fig. 6: 2D collision avoidance geometry for Bound 2:

UAV can turn clockwise or counterclockwise to avoid

crossing protected area dm in 2D space.
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The safety cone, as illustrated in Figure 2, is defined

by tangent line UN1 and UN2 in Figure 6. If the relative

velocity remains outside the cone defined by UN1 and

UN2, then collision with the obstacle is avoided.

Let’s now move the UAV velocity vector to the ob-

stacle center A such that
−→
AF =

−→
Vu, and |AF | = |

−→
Vu|.

The velocity of the obstacle,
−→
Va, has absolute value

|
−→
AC| =

−→
Va, and is generated in random directions in our

obstacle avoidance simulations. Let’s now draw line seg-

ment CH1//UN1. In order for a collision to be avoided,

the relative velocity can be rotated clockwise or coun-

terclockwise. Looking at the clockwise solution first, the

relative velocity needs to be in the direction of CH1 or

outside line CH1. This means the UAV needs to rotate

at least ϕ1 radians to
−→
Vu1 (|

−→
Vu| = |

−→
Vu1|), and have at

least one intersection point with line CH1, or point D.

Therefore, if
−−→
AD =

−→
Vu1, there will be a collision free so-

lution. This constraint is equivalent to letting triangle

4ACD exist, which requires AD ≥ AB. Where |AB|
is perpendicular to line CD. Therefore,

Vu = |
−→
Vu| = |

−−→
AD| ≥ |AB|, (31)

and

Vu ≥ |AB|. (32)

In the triangle 4ACD,

|AB| = |AC||sin∠ACD| (33)

Where,

∠ACD = θva − θr1 (34)

and,

|AC| = |
−→
Va| = Va (35)

Therefore:

|AB| = |AC||sin∠ACD| = V a|sin(θva − θr1)| (36)

and since Vu ≥ |AB|, we now have that:

Vu ≥ Va|sin(θva − θr1)| (37)

or,

Va ≤ Vu/|sin(θva − θr1)|. (38)

Where θva, the direction of the obstacle velocity, is

θva = tan−1(
Vay
Vax

). θa, the direction of the obstacle lo-

cation, is θa = tan−1(
Ay
Ax

). In Figure 6, θr1 is the angle

between UN1 and the x-axis, hence:

θr1 = θa − θdm = tan−1(
Ay
Ax

)− sin−1(
dm
r0

). (39)

Thus, Equation 38 becomes:

Va ≤ Vu/|sin[tan−1(
Vay
Vax

)− tan−1(
Ay
Ax

) + sin−1(
dm
r0

)]|.

(40)

Therefore, for a UAV flying at constant speed, the

speed of the obstacle and the UAV must satisfy Equa-

tion 40, for successful obstacle avoidance with FGA.

Similarly, if we look at the counterclockwise solu-

tion, we have that:

Vu ≥ Va|sin(θr2 − θva)| (41)

or,

Va ≤ Vu/|sin(θr2 − θva)| (42)

Then, the analogous solution becomes:

Va ≤ Vu/|sin[tan−1(
Ay
Ax

) + sin−1(
dm
r0

)− tan−1(
Vay
Vax

)]|.

(43)

Thus, to guarantee at least one solution, the UAV ve-

locity needs to be greater than either the clockwise or

the counterclockwise conditions:

Vu ≥ min(Va|sin(θva − θr1)|, Va|sin(θr2 − θva)|) (44)

If there are n obstacles, for every obstacle, the speed

of the UAV should satisfy:

Vu ≥ min(Vai|sin(θvai − θr1i)|, Vai|sin(θr2i − θvai)|)
i = 1, 2, ...n (45)

Bound 3: Boundary on the UAV angles:

From our previous discussion, the UAV velocity needs

to rotate at least clockwise by ϕ1 or counterclockwise

by ϕ2 to avoid a collision. That is, the suitable velocity

direction variation of the UAV is: ϕ ≤ −ϕ1 or ϕ ≥ ϕ2.

Writen as a uniform set:

ϕ ⊆ Φi. (46)

For n obstacles:

ϕ ⊆ (Φ1 ∩ Φ2 ∩ ...Φn, ) (47)

Thus, to let the solution exist:

(Φ1 ∩ Φ2 ∩ ...Φn) 6= ∅. (48)
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3.4.2 3D Avoidance Bounds

The 2D bounds can be extended to 3D constraints. In

this case we have that: Bound 1: Extending Equation

19 to 3D space, we can apply analogous margins. In this

case, −→r0 is a vector in 3D space, θt0 is a 3D angle, and
−→
Vr is a 3D vector.

Bound 2: An extension of the 2D collision cone to

a 3D one, is shown in Figure 7. Inside this cone, we can

define a cone K which starts a point C. The axis of this

smaller cone is parallel to line UA and the apex angle

of the two cones is the same. If the avoidance solution

exists, the sphere centered at the obstacle A, and radius

Vu must have a tangent point with the cone K. To find

this, we cut the cone K by a plane passing through

AC and the cone’s axis. In this cut-plane, there will be

two angles; one between the cone edge and the line AC

and one between the cone edge and the axis. Figure 7

shows the 3D cones, and the smaller angle produced by

the plane-cut, which is symbolized by σ. Thus, as in the

2D case, if a solution exists:

Vu ≥ Va|sinσ|. (49)

For n obstacles, to let the solution exist:

Vu ≥ Vai|sinσi|, i = 1, 2, ...n. (50)

Bound 3: The solid angle rotation of the UAV ve-

locity for the i-th obstacle is:

Ω ⊆ Ωi. (51)

Where, for n obstacles:

Ω ⊆ (Ω1 ∩Ω2 ∩ ...Ωn), (52)

Thus, to let the solution exist:

(Ω1 ∩Ω2 ∩ ...Ωn) 6= ∅. (53)

For 3D, the velocity of the UAV can rotate by a full 4π

solid angle, which gives the UAV much more free space

than in the 2D plane.

Fig. 7: 3D collision avoidance geometry for Bound 2.

3.4.3 Comparison of shortest paths to clear the

obstacle

Sections 3.4.3 and 3.4.4 provide a comparison of the

length of the updated path, starting at different times

to perform collision avoidance. The proofs show that

FGA, which starts at time tc, has the shorter updated

path as compared to the path starting from t0.

For the following proofs we consider that the ob-

stacle has been cleared when the UAV has reached the

perpendicular intersection defined by the line between

points: S and S′, as shown in Figure 8. For these proofs

we draw the comparison for the paths which start at tc.

Fig. 8: Comparison of shortest paths from tc to clear

the obstacle: (a) Shortest path from tc when ρ ≤ dm
and (b) Shortest path from tc when ρ > dm

Assuming the UAV starts from tc, which is denoted

by point Q in Figure 8, to prove that the shortest path

clears the obstacle. We start with our first conjecture:

all possible paths that pass the object share a com-

mon subsection which is characterized by L1 in Figure

8, reaches point B - a tangent point to the obstacle.

This path is a subset of all possible paths that clear the

obstacle, since it is the only course of action that the

UAV can initially take to avoid entering the avoidance

radius while considering its non-holonomic restrictions.

From point B, the comparison of two paths is made:

continuing straight until one reaches point E or follow-

ing the curvature of the obstacle until point D. This is

also consistent with the Dubin’s path planning theory

[27].

In Figure 8, and through the following proofs we

will assume that ρ is the minimum turning radius of the

UAV. In Figure 8(a), α = ∠BAD, where α ∈ (0, π/2),

and B is the tangent point between ρ and the avoidance
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radius of obstacle A. Figure 8(a) shows ρ ≤ dm and (b)

shows ρ > dm.

Proof (1) For ρ ≤ dm

where:

L1 : Q→ B → D

L2 : Q→ B → E

L1 = αρ+ αdm
L2 = αρ+ dmtanα

We can calculate:

L2 − L1 = dm(tanα− α), α ∈ (0, π/2)

Since:

d
dα (tanα) = 1

cos2α and d
dα (α) = 1,

for α ∈ (0, π/2), then
1

cos2α ∈ (1,+∞) ≥ 1

therefore tanα ≥ α always exists at α ∈ (0, π/2)

and dm > 0,

hence

L2 > L1.

(2) For ρ > dm
After reaching tangent point B, since ρ > dm, the

UAV needs to fly around the avoidance radius using

turning radius ρ and finally reaches the safe point F,

as shown in Figure 8(b); this defines path L′1. Or it

follows the tangent line of circle A and arrives at point

E, this defines L2. Where α1 = ∠BAE ∈ (0, π/3), α2 =

∠BO2D,α2 ∈ (0, α1). O2 is the center of the UAV turn

radius around the obstacle A.

Where: L′1 : Q→ B → F

L2 : Q→ B → E

L′1 = α1ρ+ α2ρ

L2 = α1ρ+ dmtanα1

We calculate: L2 − L1 = dmtanα1 − ρα2

Since ρ = O1B = O2B

Also, dmtanα1 = CE ≥ ρtanα2

So L2 − L′1 ≥ ρtanα2 − ρα2 = ρ(tanα2 − α2) > 0,

Thus: L2 > L′1. �

The following proof classifies deviation as the to-

tal time spent away from the initial heading before

the avoidance maneuver, with a constant velocity con-

straint. This is equivalent to path length away from the

initial heading. It is proved that the deviation of the

UAV when starting the avoidance process from t0 (the

time at which the obstacle is detected), will be much

Fig. 9: L1 and L3 path comparison

longer than UAV starting from tc (the critical avoid-

ance time). That is: L3 > L1, these paths are shown in

Figure 9.

Where ρ is the minimum turning radius for UAV,

α = ∠BAE, where point B is the tangent point of the

path L1 and the dm is the avoidance radius of obstacle

A. β = ∠H2AD, where point H2 is the tangent point

of the path L3 and circle A.

Proof L1 : Q→ B → D,

L3 : U → H1 → H2 → D.

L1 =
∫
dl = LB +BD = αρ+ αdm

L3 =
∫
dl = UH1 +H1H2 +H2D

Let AU=R, where R is the initial distance between

the UAV and obstacle when the obstacle is first de-

tected.

Since the minimum distance between two points is

the straight line, L3 = UH1 + H1H2 + H2D > UD,

where UD is the straight line from point U to point D.

Let L30 = UD. Thus, L3 > L30 and the following will

compare the length between L1 and L30.

Let ρ = k1dm, R = k2dm, we have that:

L30 =
√
R2 + d2m = dm(

√
k22 + 1) (54)

L1 = (dm + ρ)α = dm(k1 + 1)α (55)

where 0 < α < π
2 ,

While α is a function of k1, which decreases, let α =
π
2 and L∗1 = dm(k1 +1)π2 for brevity of this proof. Since

it will be subsequently proved that conditions where L3
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is bigger than L∗1 where α = π
2 must also extend to L1

where α ≤ π
2 . So the lower bound for k2 will exceed

that of which is necessary.

L∗1 = dm(k1 + 1)π2
Let L30 > L∗1, then:

dm(
√
k22 + 1) > dm(1 + k1)π2 , thus we have:

k2 >

√
π

4
(1 + k1)2 − 1 (56)

�
The Equation 56 is the lower bound of k2. For any k2

satisfies this equation, L30 > L∗1. From the precondition

of the FGA where k2 >> k1, eq 56 should always be

satisfied in real world scenarios, where the detection

radius is almost always much larger than the minimum

turn radius. Since L3 > L30 and it can be said that

L30 > L∗1 and L∗1 > L1 , it is trivial to see that L3 >

L1. An expanded version of this proof is presented in

Appendix A.

3.4.4 Multiple Obstacles

For multiple obstacle cases, each moving obstacle has a

tci associated with it, such that tci corresponds to the

i-th obstacle. Therefore, for n multiple obstacles, the

overall critical tc, as calculated in Equation 18, is the

minimum of all the calculated tci:

tc = min(tci), i = 1, 2, 3...n; (57)

and taking vehicle response into account:

tk = min(tci)− tres; i = 1, 2, 3...n; (58)

For a multiple obstacles scenario, we can classify it

roughly into two cases:

Case 1. More than one obstacle has overlap with the

initial path of the UAV, as shown in Figure 10(a).

Case 2. Only one obstacle has overlap with the ini-

tial path of the UAV, as shown in Figure 11(a).

For Case 1, the area occupied by the multiple ob-

stacles can be equal to a single obstacle with larger safe

distance de, as shown in Figure 10(b). Thus, the prob-

lem to prove L1 < L3 transfers to the single obstacle

situation which has been proved before.

For Case 2, there is more than one obstacle in the

future path of the UAV, but only one obstacle is in

direct conflict with the UAV’s initial path. Thus, other

obstacles can be ignored. The problem to prove L1 < L3

transfers to the single obstacle situation, as shown in

Figure 11(b), which has been proved before.

Fig. 10: Multiple obstacles: Multiple obstacles have

overlap with initial path of the UAV

Fig. 11: Multiple obstacles: No obstacles have overlap

with initial path of the UAV

3.5 Determination of Heading and Pitching Angle

Simultaneously for UAV in 3D Collision Avoidance

Maneuvers

FGA allows for obstacle avoidance maneuvers to be ex-

ecuted in the horizontal plane (heading maneuver) or in

the vertical plane (pitching maneuver) [65] depending

on which maneuver is feasible for the UAV at the avoid-

ance time. Another type of avoidance maneuver in FGA

is one which allows the UAV to make a 3D turn. This is

achieved by combining heading and pitching maneuvers

and is determined by a cost function.

Suppose the original heading and pitching direc-

tion of the UAV before encountering the obstacle is

(ψori, θori). The range of angles that the heading angle

ψrange and pitching angle θrange can have are defined

as follows:
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−ψrange < ψori < ψrange;

−θrange < θori < θrange.

If we divide both [−ψrange, ψrange] and [−θrange, θrange]
into n units, there will be n by n pairs of (ψ, θ) values.

For pair (ψi, θj), the cost function is defined as:

Cost(k, j) = ηψ(ϕi − ϕori) + ηθ(θj − θori)

Where ηψ and ηθ is the coefficient of the horizontal and

vertical direction deviation and they are positive num-

bers. Each one of the n by n pairs has its own associated

cost. This is shown in Table 3.

The cost function will:

(1) Search from these pairs and mark which pairs

can drive the UAV to a safe distance away from the

avoidance area.

(2) Since changing a fixed-wing vehicle’s pitch is less

desirable due to possible collisions with the ground or to

avoid loosing altitude, its maximum angular deflection

in pitch will be less than the one for heading. Due to

this limitation the cost coefficient for pitch ηθ is set to

be larger than ηψ.

(3) From marked pairs and their calculated costs,

a minimum cost Costmin is found. Its response angle

pair [ψ(costmin), θ(costmin)] is then selected. The com-

manded heading and pitching angle of the UAV will

be:

ψcommand = ψ(costmin);

θcommand = θ(costmin).

Table 3: Cost function to determine command direction

in 3D avoidance maneuver

Cost11(ψ1, θ1) Cost12(ψ1, θ2) ... Cost1n(ψ1, θn)
Cost21(ψ2, θ1) Cost22(ψ2, θ2) ... Cost2n(ψ2, θn)
... ... ... ...
Costn1(ψn, θ1) Costn2(ψn, θ2) ... Costnn(ψn, θn)

3.5.1 FGA Algorithm

The Fast Geometric Avoidance algorithm can be de-

scribed in three main sub-algorithms, one for detection

(Algorithm 1), one for obstacle avoidance (Algorithm 2

) and one for the next waypoint search (Algorithm 3).

Algorithm 1 FGA algorithm: Detection

Precondition: necessary data is available for UAV
1: for i← 1 to n do
2: −→r0 ←

−→
A0 −

−→
U0 . relative location vector

3:
−→
Vr0 ←

−−→
Vu0 −

−→
Va . relative velocity vector

4: θt0 ← f(−→r0,
−→
Vr0) . angle bias

5: rPCA ← r0 · sinθt0 . closest distance in future
6: if rPCA < dm then
7: status ← dangerous
8: M1 ← obstacle information
9: end if

10: end for
11: return M1, status

Algorithm 2 FGA Algorithm: Obstacle Avoidance

1: for i← 1 to m do

2: tci ←
r0cosθt0 − ρmin − (dm − r0sinθt0)

||Vr||
3: end for
4: tc ← min(tci)
5: if tc < 0 then

avoidance starts immediately
6: else

avoidance starts at tc
7: end if

get ϕrange and θrange
8: for k ← 1 to k1 do
9: for j ← 1 to j1 do

10: ϕ ← −ϕrange + ϕrange/k1 ∗ k
11: θ ← −θrange + θrange/j1 ∗ j
12:

−−→
Vut ← (Vucosθcosϕ, Vucosθsinϕ, Vusinθ)

13: for l← 1 to l1 do

14: −−→rltc ←
−−→
Altc(Alx, Aly, Alz)−

−→
Utc(Ux, Uy, Uz)

15: d = min(dl) ← |
−−→
Vut ×−−→rltc|/|−−→rltc|

16: end for
17: Cost(k, j) ← ηψ(ϕ− ϕori) + ηθ(θ − θori)
18: end for
19: end for

Costmin, ϕcom, θcom = min(Cost(k, j)), ϕk, θj ;
20: return ϕcom, θcom, newpath

Algorithm 3 FGA Algorithm: Next Waypoint Search

1: for i← 1 to w do
2: −→rwi ←

−→
Wi(Wxi,Wyi,Wiz)−

−→
Ut(Ux, Uy, Uz)

3: θwi ← f(−→rwi,
−→
Vu) . waypoints angle bias

4: if θwi < π then . search the next waypoint
5: end if
6: end for
7: return Wi . get the next waypoint

4 Simulation Results and Analysis

This section contains the Matlab simulation results of

the FGA algorithm. Table 4 shows the value of vehicle

variables and obstacle parameters used in the simula-

tions. The Monte Carlo simulations consisted in a set

of 5000 to 20000 runs for randomly generated obstacle

avoidance scenarios. The obstacles in these cases are
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randomly generated by an obstacle generator module

we designed, as described in Section 2.3.

Table 5 summarizes the Monte Carlo simulation time

for avoidance of static and dynamic obstacles using

FGA. In this table, it is shown that the average time

for the UAV to update its path to avoid static obsta-

cles is 0.028s and 0.03s for dynamic obstacles. Which

makes it suitable for hardware implementation. This is

further indicated by Table 6, where FGA is compared

with other collision avoidance methods. The average

time consumed by FGA is much less than others, such

as potential field method and optimal methods.

Table 4: Vehicle and obstacle variables for Monte Carlo

simulations

Va, Velocity of the obstacle Randomly generated
between 0 and 60 m/s

Vu, velocity of the UAV 15 m/s
ρ, min turning radius 30 m
R, potential danger radius 300 m
rc(tc), critical avoidance
starting distance (time)

Dependent on differ-
ent situations

dm(dm, v,dm, h), safe sepa-
rate radius

30m, R > rc > dm

ηψ, coefficient of heading an-
gle deviation

0.2

ηθ, coefficient of pitching an-
gle deviation

0.5

Table 5: FGA obstacle avoidance time efficiency

Obstacle
type

Num. of
cases

Total com-
putation
time

Average
time

Static obsta-
cles

1413 39.564 0.028

Dynamic
obstacles

3750 112.5 0.030

the number of obstacles in each case varies from 1-3

Table 6: Time cost of major collision avoidance methods

Methods aver. time
each case

time saved
by FGA

evaluation

Potential
field [66]

0.082 63.41% medium

Optimal 1[36] 0.18 83.33% slow
Optimal 2
[32]

0.3 90.00% slow

Figure 12 summarizes the Monte Carlo simulation

results of collision scenarios where the UAV faces dif-

ferent static obstacles. The success rate decreases as (1)

the initial distance (when the obstacle is first detected)

decreases; (2) the number of those static obstacles in-

creases.

Similarly, Figure 13 summarizes the Monte Carlo

simulation results for the case of two dynamic obsta-

cles. The success rate decreases as (1) the initial dis-

tance (when obstacles first detected) decreases; (2) the

number of obstacles increases, which increases obsta-

cle density; (3) the velocity of the dynamic obstacles

increases, which reduces response time and increases

difficulty for the UAV to avoid the obstacles. This fig-

ure shows the variation of failure rate with obstacle

velocity when the initial distance is fixed (300-400m).

If the obstacles’ velocity is not larger than the velocity

of the UAV (15m/s), 95% successful rate of FGA can

be guaranteed.

Fig. 12: FGA static obstacle avoidance success rate.

Fig. 13: FGA dynamic obstacle avoidance success rate

with initial distance and obstacles’ velocity.

Fig. 14: FGA dynamic obstacle avoidance success rate

with obstacle average velocity and number of obstacles.

Figure 14 shows Monte Carlo simulation results for

average obstacle velocity and number of obstacles, for

a fixed initial distance. In this simulation set the initial

distance is fixed to be 300 meters and the velocity of
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UAV is 15m/s. It is clear that when the obstacles’ av-

erage velocity increases, the successful avoidance rate

goes down quickly. When the average velocity of obsta-

cles are smaller than 30m/s (twice the UAV speed), the

successful avoidance rate for two obstacles remains near

a 90%. If the obstacle velocity goes up to 45-60m/s (3-

4 times of the UAV’s speed), the successful avoidance

rate decreases to about 60%. It is compatible with the

results from bound 2. In addition, for a fixed number

of obstacles, there is a strong correlation between the

failure rate and velocity of the obstacles, as shown in

Figure 15.

Fig. 15: Factors cause failure rate for dynamic obstacles

Fig. 16: 3D avoidance for static obstacles

The following two figures show obstacle avoidance

turns in 3D using cost functions, as described in Sec-

tion 3.5. Figure 16 shows that the UAV avoids a single

obstacle successfully while causing minimal deviations

to its original heading. Figure 17 shows that the UAV

avoids multiple obstacles successfully, and returns to

its original path. These two figures also show avoidance

maneuvers that begin at t0 and tc. Table 7 shows the

cost function used to generate the two 3D turns shown

in Figure 17. In this case, a pair (ψ, θ) was selected for

each turn. Each entry in this table is a non-dimensional

value that represents each angle pair.

Fig. 17: 3D avoidance for dynamic obstacles

Table 7: Use cost function to determine command di-

rection in 3D

θ1 θ2 ... θj ... θn
ψ1 0.4137 0.3987 ... 0.1863 ... 0.2313
ψ2 0.3937 0.3787 ... 0.1663 ... 0.2113
... ... ... ... ... ... ...
ψi 0.3737 0.3587 ... 0.1463 ... 0.1913
... ... ... ... ... ... ...
ψn 0.4337 0.4187 ... 0.2063 ... 0.2513

In summary, FGA provides successful collision avoid-

ance for the UAV while shortening computation time

and path length, with consideration of the minimum

turning radius and the nominal speed, which is set to

be constant.

5 Implementation in SITL Simulator and

Fixed-Wing Aircraft

FGA was implemented in a Software-In-The-Loop fixed-

wing vehicle simulator, as well as in hardware on board

a fixed-wing UAV aircraft. The chosen test maneuver

corresponds to one triggered at the critical avoidance

time, where the aircraft goes through a rapid emergency

maneuver. A description of each setup and results are

described in this section.
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5.1 Software In The Loop (SITL) Simulator

5.1.1 Ardupilot

The software in the loop simulation was performed us-

ing Ardupilot [67], an open source autopilot software

for unmanned vehicles. It is an advanced autopilot soft-

ware and is widely used by the UAS research commu-

nity. Ardupilot includes functionality for rovers, boats

and submersible vehicles, multi-rotors and fixed wing

UAVs. ArduPilot is written in C++ to maximize effi-

ciency when running on the on-board hardware of the

vehicle, which is normally limited in regard to computa-

tion power. It has a comprehensive range of autonomous

functions and contains the necessary dynamic controllers,

navigation algorithms and hardware interfaces, among

other features, for functional operation of unmanned

vehicles, both in hardware and in simulation.

Ardupilot allows for software in the loop (SITL)

simulations with custom flight dynamic models (FDM)

based on vehicle kinematics. Simulated flights with the

full ArduPilot software can be conducted without test-

ing on a real world vehicle. In SITL, the sensor data

is generated by the FDM and environmental variables,

which can be specified into the simulator. For our sim-

ulations, SITL has been implemented in Linux, but it

can also run in Windows. Figure 18 shows the archi-

tecture of the SITL setup. The main variables in the

architecture are shown in Table 8.

The use of an autopilot software is typically paired

with a ground control station (GCS) so users can ob-

serve vehicle states and control the vehicle from the

ground. Small unmanned aerial vehicles normally com-

municate with a GCS using the Micro Aerial Vehicle

link (MAVlink) protocol [68]. This facilitates a standard

of communication between a wide array of different ve-

hicles and ground stations, which can be used to extract

information on the state of vehicle or its sensors, while

simultaneously allowing commands to be uploaded. In

our simulations, MAVProxy was used as a ground con-

trol station due to it’s compatibility with Linux and

flexibility of use.

Expensive computations can be carried off-board in

the GCS, however this may induce latency and commu-

nication loss. Therefore having on-board computations

for collision avoidance are preferred. FGA is computa-

tionally light and can be easily executed by the avionics

interface on-board the aircraft.

5.1.2 DroneKit

Implementation of the FGA algorithm in SITL was

done through a Python API known as DroneKit. It

Fig. 18: SITL Architecture

Table 8: SITL architecture components

SITL Component Description
ArduPlane.elf The ArduPilot autopilot pro-

gram
Sim Plane FDM, provided alongside

ArduPilot for SITL
FlightGear Chosen 3D visualization pro-

gram
MAVProxy Chosen ground control sta-

tion
DroneKit Scripts Python API to provide the

autonomous logic

allows users to implement standalone Python scripts

that can communicate with the vehicle by sending out

MAVLink commands. Python provides ease of use when

manipulating the MAVlink messages as opposed to di-

rectly editing the source code of ArduPilot itself, which

is more involved. In the hardware implementation, the

DroneKit script runs on-board the actual vehicle.

An additional Python script was used for translating

keyboard inputs to PWM values which go to the con-

trol surfaces of the aircraft. This was done in order to

simulate test flights and to ensure safe and reliable tran-

sitions between manual control to autonomous control.

This script was run in parallel to the Python script that

controls the FGA avoidance maneuver. A third script

which was also run in parallel, simulated an ADS-B ve-

hicle and was used for demonstrating dynamic obstacle

avoidance features of FGA in the SITL simulator.

Figure 19 shows a screen of the SITL simulator

ground control station (GCS). In this graph, the UAV

is performing an avoidance maneuver to avoid a static

obstacle. A SITL simulator video is provided in the sup-

plemental materials. The simulator allows for a vehicle

trace to follow the vehicle as it flies in the avoidance
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maneuver path. Figure 20 shows a screen of the visual-

ization software used in the SITL runs.

Fig. 19: SITL simulator: Obstacle avoidance of static

obstacle

Fig. 20: SITL with FlightGear visualization

5.2 Hardware Implementation

An off the shelf aircraft, RC Apprentice 15e, was in-

strumented with a NAVIO2 board, telemetry and GPS.

The FGA was implemented via DroneKit/MavLink in

the NAVIO2 board which runs the Ardupilot flight soft-

ware. The hardware architecture is described in Figure

21.

The flight software can be used and configured in

several flight modes to various degrees of autonomy,

e.g. manual, fly-by-wire, etc. One of these modes was

customized with the FGA algorithm. The aircraft was

flown to a certain safe altitude on manual control. Then,

upon detection of a static virtual obstacle, it triggered

the FGA avoidance maneuver, after which manual con-

trol was regained. The customized Apprentice RC air-

craft used in flight testing is shown in Figure 22.

Fig. 21: Hardware Implementation Architecture

As part of the test setup, the virtual obstacle had

pre-determined GPS coordinates and a specified safe

distance dm, centered at the location of the obstacle.

These values were determined on-site. Based on a phys-

ical maximum bank angle and associated turn radius,

the ailerons were commanded to follow a desired turn-

ing maneuver.

The FGA algorithm which was implemented in the

NAVIO2 board is shown in Algorithm 4.

Fig. 22: Hardware Implementation: Apprentice Aircraft

5.3 Test algorithm

The test algorithm depicts an emergency maneuver where

the UAV turns at its maximum deviation to avoid the

protected area. The algorithm implementation makes

use of the dynamic control that ArduPilot provides with

its flight modes. The algorithm is triggered when the
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Algorithm 4 Implementation of FGA algorithm

1: function FGA(uav,obs) . The ownship and obstacle
2: while uav.mode 6= CRUISE do
3: <wait>

4: end while

5: if objectDetected then
6: Pxy ← PositionalAngle(uav.pos, obs.pos)
7: θt0 ← Pxy − uav.heading

8: . uav.heading: current vehicle heading
9: r ← norm(uav.pos, obs.pos)

10: . 2D distance to the obstacle
11:
12: if |r · sinθt0| < obs.dm then
13: . Collision projected
14: θi ← uav.heading

15: . Initial heading before deviation
16: ρcalc ← TurnRadius(uav.vel, uav.bankAngle)

17: dc ←
√

(obs.dm + ρ)2 + (r · sinθt0 + ρ)2)
18: . Critical distance
19: tc ← dc

uav.vel
20: . Critical Time
21: α← cos−1(ρ+r·sin|θt0|

ρ+obs.dm
)

22: . Max Deviation Angle
23: t← startTimer()

24: while norm(uav.pos,obs.pos) ≤ dc
25: and t ≥ tc do
26: <wait>

27: . Waiting on either tc or dc to be met
28: end while

29: uav.mode← FBWB

30: . Setting vehicle to FBWB mode

31: dir ← sign(uav.heading −
PosAngle(uav.pos, obs.pos))

32: Turn(uav, obs, θi, α, 1500 + dir · 500)

33: . Turning away from obstacle until tangent

34: pwm← PWMreq(uav.vel, obs.dm, dir)
35: Turn(uav, obs, θi, α, pwm)

36: . Turning along obstacle perimeter

37: Turn(uav,obs, θi, 0, 1500 + dir · 500)

38: . Passed obstacle, turn to initial heading

39: uav.returnRoll()

40: . Sets the aircraft roll back to 0
41: vehicle.mode← CRUISE

42: while vehicle.mode 6= CRUISE do
43: <wait>

44: . Continues in CRUISE mode
45: . Breaks if otherwise specified
46: end while
47: end if
48: end if
49: end function

Aircraft is switched to CRUISE mode; a flight mode

that holds altitude and heading. This is to simulate

the UAV maintaining its heading while en-route to its

next waypoint. It calculates whether a collision is pro-

jected and subsequently computes its expected turn ra-

dius based off of Equation 7.

Critical distance, critical time and deviation angle

are calculated. Then the script simultaneously checks

for whether the critical distance has been met through

GPS or if a previously set timer, has reached the crit-

ical time. The decision control on triggering FGA is

shown in Figure 23. If any one of these conditions are

met, then the avoidance maneuver begins. While ideally

the vehicle maintains constant velocity, there is always

the possibility for the physical model to undergo small

changes or estimation errors. The on-board timer also

mitigates low sampling time errors in the GPS, mini-

mizing the chance of the maneuver beginning too late.

Fig. 23: Distance and Time trigger for physical imple-

mentation

The max deviation angle α, as shown in Figure 24,

is used as reference so the aircraft knows when to turn

away, when to turn along the obstacle and when to turn

away again back to its original path. From Figure 24,
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the α calculated from the geometry will be the same

angle as the deviation from its initial heading.

Fig. 24: Critical avoidance maneuver implementation of

test algorithm for SITL and Apprentice RC aircraft

The vehicle is subsequently put in to fly-by-wire B

(FBWB) mode, this mode retains altitude control how-

ever allows the pilot to control the roll angle from the

RC controller. ArduPilot interprets the PWM values

that are being sent to the ailerons and converts it to

a roll angle input which is passed through a controller.

The PWM of the ailerons varies from 1000− 2000, and

the maximum bank angle is a parameter that can be

set in the ArduPilot software.

The relationship between input PWM and desired

roll angle is linear, where a PWM value of 1500 corre-

sponds to a roll of 0◦. PWM values of 1000 and 2000

correspond to maximum left roll and right roll, respec-

tively. The relationship can be calculated as:

PWMreq = 1500 + 500 · dir ·Rollreq
φuav.max

, (59)

where dir is the turn direction and is calculated as

the sign of θt0 and is either 1 or -1 representing anti-

clockwise turn and clockwise turn respectively.

The vehicle then turns at its minimum turn radius

and when the difference between its heading and its

approach heading, θi, reaches the max deviation angle,

α it starts turning the opposite direction. This involves

turning around the obstacle at the same turn radius as

the avoidance radius and therefore a PWM input must

be calculated to achieve this. Taking Equation 7 and

rearranging it to:

φ = tan−1(
V 2

11.26ρ
). (60)

We can then substitute this bank angle in to equa-

tion 59 to obtain the required PWM value.

5.4 Results

The simulation was set up over San Francisco Inter-

national Airport and a virtual static obstacle with a

dm = 150m set in the centre of the runway. The UAV

was made to take off and go to waypoints whose paths

crossed through the obstacle’s avoidance radius from

multiple angles. FGA successfully allowed for the UAV

to avert collisions with the protected area, as shown in

Figure 25 and Figure 26 .

Fig. 25: Critical avoidance SITL implementation: Flight

paths and FGA avoidance, Google Earth view.

Flight test results are shown in Figure 27 for three

flights of the Apprentice aircraft in emergency avoid-

ance maneuvers. The aircraft averted collisions with a

virtual static obstacle with a protected radius.

6 Conclusion

The FGA algorithm was tested in Matlab simulations,

SITL aircraft simulator, and in hardware on the Navio2

board which controlled the Apprentice RC aircraft. From

these software and hardware implementations it can be

concluded that FGA is suitable for fast obstacle avoid-

ance. Matlab simulations showed that FGA is efficient

at dealing with multiple obstacles. Its short computa-

tion time, selective start time and small deviation from

the UAV initial path make FGA applicable to real world

scenarios.
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Fig. 26: Critical avoidance SITL implementation: Flight

paths and avoidance maneuvers around protected disk

centered at obstacle

In a crowded environment with different obstacles,

depending on the critical avoidance time tc calculated,

FGA could divide these obstacles into different threat

levels and let UAV to take proper action, such as avoid

them in sequence instead of simultaneously, This in-

creases the collision avoidance success rate. The avoid-

ance time mechanism in FGA also reduces the devia-

tion trajectory for a UAV from its initial path, limiting

the possibility of it trespassing into the paths of other

moving air vehicles, which benefits the safety of the

airspace.

Future work includes flights of the Apprentice along

a multiple obstacle course, as well as among moving

virtual obstacles. A further step towards demonstrating

NAS integration feasibility would consist of using ADS-

B enabled aircraft as obstacles, for demonstration of

FGA’s efficient avoidance.
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